Right Networks Recognized as Readers’ Choice Award Winner from CPA Practice Advisor

HUDSON, N.H (April 26, 2019) – Right Networks earned top billing as the preferred Outsourced Technology Services provider in the 2019 CPA Practice Advisor Readers’ Choice Awards. The company was also designated a Top 3 ASP/Hosted Solution in this annual survey which spotlights the most respected and trusted technologies that help CPA Practice Advisor readers run their firms.

“There is no praise greater than that of our customers, so to have earned this recognition means a great deal to the Right Networks team,” said Joel Hughes, CEO of Right Networks. “We’re solely focused on the accounting industry and are constantly evolving our platform to better meet the needs of our clients large and small. Peer recommendations and industry recognition carry a tremendous amount of weight in crowded technology field so to be selected by CPA Practice Advisors’ readers is really an honor.”

Right Networks delivers legacy accounting software hosted in the cloud and curated with 250+ SaaS applications needed to run a business smoothly, including QuickBooks Desktop, Avalara and Bill.com. The highly secure, proprietary environment enables the Right Networks team to deliver its solution with no scheduled downtime, while the cloud-connected app ecosystem gives customers the ability to work from anywhere, at any time.

About Right Networks

Right Networks helps accounting firms, independent accounting professionals, and small businesses move their legacy accounting software and business-critical applications to the cloud. Right Networks is 100% accounting focused and offers an industry-leading platform that hosts and maintains legacy accounting software alongside a curated application ecosystem of 250+ best-in-class applications, including QuickBooks, Lacerte and ProSeries from Intuit, Expensify, Bill.com, Avalara, SmartVault and Webgility. By providing critical, time-consuming application updates and back-ups and zero scheduled downtime, as well as 24/7 tech support and enterprise-class security, Right Networks customers achieve the flexibility that is critical to serving their clients and/or running their business.

Visit https://www.rightnetworks.com/ to learn more about the company's solution, pricing and available plans.
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